Abstract. Most of the existing multi-objective optimization algorithms focused on how to transform the multi-objectives into single objective, while little consideration was given on how to deal with constraint condition. To deal with this problem, an improved ant colony optimization algorithm is proposed in this paper. Logistic chaos is used to initialize the group, which makes the pheromone concentration difference on each path at the initial time, provided direction guidance for ants at the beginning of searching and improved search efficiency. Furthermore, the idea of Pareto sorting is used to sort the feasible solution, and get the Pareto solution set. The numerical experiments show that the proposed algorithm achieves significantly better performance than the others on most of the tested problems, which indicates the superiority of the proposed algorithm for solving constrained multi-objective optimization problems (CMOPs).
Introduction
In today's scientific research and engineering field, decision makers need to consider more factors, deal with more complex problems, and it often involve the simultaneous optimization of several intrinsically conflicting objectives. Generally, there is no single perfect solution that satisfies all the objectives simultaneously because they are intrinsically in conflict with each other. Mathematically, this type of problem can be formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem.
The multi-objective optimization problems, for example, traveling salesman (TSP) problem [1] , vehicle scheduling [2] [3] , workshop scheduling [4] [5] , and IP backtracking (IPTBK) [6] are all difficult to be solved by traditional methods. A variety of intelligent algorithms with characteristics of distributed computing, positive feedback mechanism and strong robustness are effective methods to solve such problems.
Ant colony optimization algorithm (ACO) is one of the heuristic intelligent optimization algorithms, which can be successfully applied to solve NP problems, such as optimal energy allocation [7] , feature selection and classification [8] . However, ACO is also easy to fall into local optimum, long search time and slow convergence in solving discrete problems. In order to improve the performance of the algorithm, some scholars concentrate on optimized the structure and parameters of the ACO by improved pheromone and path update rules, while the other combined ACO with other algorithms. Yuan Yabo et al. [9] improved the initial pheromone concentration and introduced adaptive dynamic factors of the algorithm. LI Zheng et al. [10] used the dynamic adaptive adjustment to the pheromone evaporation rate. Zeng Mingru et al. [11] introduced the maximum-minimum ant system to the algorithm, which prevents the algorithm from premature convergence to the local optimal solution by the control of pheromone. For improvement the search strategy of the algorithm, You Xiaoming et al. [12] used the dynamic search strategy. Lin Na et al. [13] introduced the random variables to adjust the selection of pseudo-random selection and roulette, which balanced the relationship between developing the current search path and exploring other new paths. Ping Wang et al. [6] changed the single search population into the multipopulation search, and improved the search ability of ants. Ke Ye et al. [14] used the mechanism of initial positive feedback to update the negative feedback pheromone matrix, which avoided the repeated exploration of ants. Pawan Kumar Tiwari et al. [15] founded that the induction of lazy ants not only reduces the time complexity of the algorithm but also produces better results on the given objectives. In addition, to makes full use of the advantages of each intelligent algorithm to improve the performance of the algorithm, some other is also combined ACO with particle swarm optimization (PSO) [7] , neighborhood search algorithm (NS) [16] , artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) [17] [18] , simulated annealing algorithm (SA) [19] etc.
The above improved ant colony algorithm improves the search efficiency and convergence speed in different degrees. However, when dealing with multi-objective problems, it is generally adopted to transform the multi-objective into single-objective by linear weighting method or sequential method. This approach is simple, but it cannot well balance multiple optimization goals with conflict relations. Therefore, an improved ant colony optimization algorithm is proposed to solve the constrained multi-objective optimization problems in this paper.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides some basic concepts and definitions. Section 3 describes the proposed algorithm and logistic chaotic map. In Section 4, the proposed algorithm is applied to a series of test problems to investigate its feasibility and efficiency. Finally, our conclusions and some possible directions for future research are presented in Section 5.
Basic Concepts and Definitionss

Multi-objective Optimization Problems
In this study, we concentrate on CMOPs which can be represented as follows:
Where
is an m-dimensional objective vector, and F(x) ∈ R m . g i (x) ≥ 0 is an inequality constraint, and is the number of inequality constraints.h j (x) = 0 is an equality constraint, and represents the number of equality constraints. x ∈ R n is an n-dimensional decision vector.
Pareto Solution Set
In multi-objective optimization problems, Pareto is defined as follows:
Definition 2 (Pareto optimality) If and only if there is no
, then says x u ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ∈ X is the Pareto optimal solutions on the X. Definition 3 (Pareto optimal solution set) X is the set of all Pareto optimal solutions. Definition 4 (Pareto Front (PF)) The curve (surface) formed by the values of the objective function corresponding to all Pareto optimal solutions.
Proposed Ant Colony Algorithm Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm
ACO is a swarm intelligence algorithm which imitates the behavior of ants seeking a path between their colony and a source of food. In the natural world, ants initially wander randomly, and upon finding food return to their colony while laying down pheromones. Ant individual transmit information through pheromones. If other ants find such a path, they are likely to follow the trail, returning and reinforcing it if they eventually find food. However, over time, the pheromone starts to evaporate. The more time it takes for an ant to travel down the path and back again, the more time the pheromones have to evaporate. In unit time, the shorter the path, the more ants visited, the stronger the pheromone concentration on the path, the greater the probability of being selected. In that case, exploration of the solution space would be constrained. Thus, all the ants will choose this path as the shortest path between their colony and food.
When solving optimization problems, ant colony algorithm abstracts the position of food into the point of solution space, represents the potential solution. Let n nodes have directed graph, m ants, the variable ( , = 1,2, … , ) denotes the distance between node i and j, ( ) denotes the pheromone strength on the path between node i and j at iteration t. At the initial time, the pheromones on each path are equal, that is (0) = (c is constant).
In the process of search, ants according to the information on the each path concentration and heuristic information to calculate the state transition probability of the path, ant k time t moves from node i and j with the following probability:
Where: The next optional nodes, tabu k is the path that the ant is walking. When the ant completes a cycle, the pheromone is updated, and the update rules are as follows:
0, ℎ .
Where, : The pheromone evaporation rate,0 ≤ ≤ 1 ∆ ( ) : The pheromone increment brought about by the node (i, j) in this cycle ∆ ( ) : The pheromone strength of the ant k in this cycle Q: The pheromone strength (A constant).
Logistic Chaotic Map
Chaos is a seemingly random irregular turbulence that occurs in a deterministic system. The behavior of the system described by a deterministic theory is uncertainty, non-repetition and unpredictability, which is the inherent characteristic of nonlinear dynamical systems. It can be expressed as:
Where: n: The number of iterations : The parameter to control the chaotic behavior of the system, whose value is [0, 4] : A chaotic variable. When takes 4, the system falls into complete chaos and traverses in [0, 1]. 0 (0,1)is the initial value of chaotic variable, and a chaotic sequence can be obtained after iteration. As can be seen from Fig. 1 , the slight differences in initial values will be very different after repeated iterations. Therefore, chaotic trajectories can traverse the whole state of optimization without repetition according to its own law, which overcomes the limitation of unreasonable position. The above formula is used to generate the initial population, and chaotic ergodicity is used to conduct global search, which overcomes that the basic ant colony algorithm is slow to search because of the pheromone on each path is equal at the initial time.
Proposed Ant Colony Algorithm
In ACO, ant individuals search for food through the communication of pheromones. When ants move randomly, they detect pheromones released by other ants and move along the route, releasing their own pheromones at the same time, which reinforcing the pheromones on the route.
However, if the pheromone concentration on each path is the same at the initial time, the ant will be blindly searching at the first time, which will affect the search efficiency of finding the shortest path. Therefore, logistic chaos is used to initialize the population, so that the initial pheromone concentration on each search path is different. Thus, the ant search direction is guided at the initial stage, the unrelated path is suppressed, the blind search of the ant is avoided, and the search efficiency is improved.
Proposed Algorithm Flow
According to the previous theoretical analysis, the algorithm flow can be described as follows:
(1) Parameter initialization process, set the maximum number of cycles , m ants, n node ants, and the index number of the is 1. (2) One dimensional logistic map chaotic formula is used to generate pheromone concentration ( ) on each path at the initial time. (3) The ant individual selects the next node j according to the probability transfer formula (2), at this time, ∈ { − }. (4) After selecting the next node j, the ant will move and add it to the tabu table = + 1. 
Algorithm Verification and Result Analysis Evaluation Indicators and Test Problems
Evaluation Indicators. The interval evaluation S [20] Indicators for measure the degree of algorithm distribution, which is defined as follows:
Where:
The maximum spread range evaluation D [20] The distance between two extreme solutions. The larger the value is, the wider the dissolution distribution range of the algorithm is, which is defined as follows: 
Experimental Results and Discussions
The parameters are set as: = 0.5， = 0.5, = 0.05, = 1, the population size = 100, the number of iterations = 100. Each algorithm ran independently for 15 times. Test environment is Microsoft Windows 10 enterprise edition, 64-bit, processor: Intel(R) Core(TM)i7-7700 CPU @3.60hz, RAM: 8G, programming tool: Matlab2014a.
Test Results for the Proposed Algorithm and the Basic Algorithm. To analyze the numerical experiments, the conclusion is that the diffusion range D solved by the proposed algorithm has been improved, even though the improved performance is not obvious. Besides, the interval estimation S of solutions did not significantly improve. As illustrated in table 1  and table 2 , it can be seen that S of the proposed algorithm is slightly worse than the basic algorithm, because logistic chaos initialization is used to guide the search of the algorithm, which makes some feasible solutions are ignored at the beginning. From table 3, the optimal value S of the proposed algorithm is better than the basic algorithm, which reflects the randomness of chaos.
Test Results for the Proposed Algorithm and Other Algorithms. In order to verify the feasibility of the proposed algorithm, it is compared with other algorithms mentioned in the literature. Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 4 (a) are the results of 500 iterations of test problems F1 and F3 in reference [20] . Fig. 3 (b) and Fig. 4 (b) are the results of 100 iterations of the proposed algorithm. Comparing the test results, we find that the preface of Pareto solutions in the two graphs is basically the same, but the convergence speed of the proposed algorithm is faster. As illustrated in table 4, under the same number of iterations and scale, the comparison between the proposed algorithm and the algorithms in reference [20] shows that the number of solutions and the maximum dispersion range obtained by the proposed algorithm are both better, which verifies that the performance of the proposed algorithm has been improved. 
Conclusion
For multi-objective optimization problems, an improved ant colony optimization algorithm combined with chaos is proposed. The initialization of group chaos makes the initial pheromone different, provides direction guidance for ant search, speeds up the convergence speed of the algorithm, and improves the performance of the algorithm. In addition, the proposed algorithm uses the Pareto optimal solution and saves the non-dominated optimal, and output the final results at the end of iteration. By comparing the simulation results of the test problems with those of other literatures, the proposed algorithm improves the maximum dispersion range and convergence of the solution set, and can better reflects the relationship between the goals. However, in the process of experimental research, it is found that the ant colony algorithm research can still be improved. In the future, the proposed algorithm will be further studied, analyzed and proved in theory, and apply it to the engineering field to further verify the effectiveness of the algorithm.
